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Part 1


What Ya Gotta Know 
to Compete for  
a Grant in  
the ARTS 



WHAT DO DONORS FUND?  


Each year they decide which problems they  
wish to solve, or needs they wish to fill for 
a designated public community — 

(Sorry, it’s not always about you!)

But what about an artist’s  
or arts organization’s needs? 



The Arts fill public needs too! 


YOU ARE NOT BEGGING!  

You are asking donors  

to INVEST in your work.



FINDING PROSPECTIVE 
DONORS 

Is like seeking a mate on  
eHarmony or match.com.  

The more your project matches a donor’s 
mission, the stronger your chance of  
getting funded! 

FUNDER’S PROFILEYOUR PROFILE



FUNDER’S PROFILE 

• Goal to increase awareness/dialog among differing 
communities.   

• Serves Pasadena area.   
• Funds creation of theatre productions. 
• Grants from $10,000 - $30,000 
• Will fund seed money.  
• Announces awards Sept. 2020.  
• Checks mailed by 1/1/2021. 
• Accepts unsolicited proposals (not by invitation 

only) 

YOUR PROFILE 

• Goal to increase awareness/dialog among 
differing communities.   

• Serves Pasadena area.   
• Project: create/present theaterwork. 
• Needs $20,000 seed money.  
• Needs funds by 1/1/2021. 
• Wishes to submit proposals based on  

in-house research. 



PART 2

To Apply or 

Not Apply?



To help you decide, first

READ EVERY WORD OF THE  
GUIDELINES & APPLICATION


• TAKE NOTES as you read the directions and flag important pages.  

• WATCH OUT FOR THE FINE PRINT: Don’t learn at the last minute that you need a signature 
of someone out of town, or that you’ve labeled your work samples incorrectly. 

• IF YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND any of the application questions, or definitions of any of the 
terms, compile all your questions and call grants officer for help. That’s what they are there 
for. But they’re inundated with other applicants' questions. So be polite, succinct, and don’t 
be a pain in the ass calling them every ten minutes with another question. 
  

• KEEP A LOG OF YOUR PHONE CALLS IN YOUR FOLDER.



Red Flags: When NOT to apply for a grant


• Deadline too soon to plan, write, budget or prep  
support materials. 

• Funds will arrive too far in the future to afford the project. 

• Project would have to be totally redesigned to fit guidelines. 

• Lack of commitment to the project, or doubts project is fundable. 

• Needed matching funds or in-kind donations are too insecure.
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PART 3


SO, YOU’VE DECIDED TO APPLY.



Anybody can write a strong 
proposal


You just need to  
be able to answer



SET HIGH 
PROJECT 
ASPIRATIONS  
&  
REALISTIC 
GOALS
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BRING PROJECT TO LIFE 
IN PANELISTS’ 
IMAGINATIONS.


• Verbally paint a picture of your project. 

• Give project a human face through 
descriptive words, good examples, and 
great audio/visual work samples.
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The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face


• One thing that helps me write a compelling  
proposal is to stop stressing over the looming 
deadline, paperwork, and risk of rejection and  
focus on why the project resonates for me.  

• Pretend it’s the first time you came up with the idea;  
or you’re sitting in the audience and the curtain goes up; or you’re  
a panelist watching a 5-minute preview, and you’re so hungry see this  
amazing work-in-progress get finished, they you write a check on the spot! 

• This mindset makes you excited to share your story, and your  
commitment and enthusiasm will transcend onto the page.
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BUILD THE FUNDER’S CONFIDENCE THAT YOU’LL BE  
A GOOD INVESTMENT


• Prove your track record of successes. 

• Demonstrate your artistic merit. 

• Describe a well-planned project. 

• Provide a realistic, detailed, accurate BUDGET that 
reflects the project description. 

• Prove you are a good money manager and dollar-
stretcher.
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE 
• Teammates could include project-related staff, board members, program 

coordinators, collaborators, contractors, artists and others. Contact them ASAP to 
ensure they are available and committed to the project and writing process. 

• Allow 2-16 work weeks, depending on newness or complexity of project and 
application process. The Early Bird doesn’t drop dead from exhaustion.  

• Gather support materials from outside sources:  

• signatures, support letters on letterhead, statistics,  
bios, demo tapes, financial statements, and other info.  

• Give your resource people lead time!  
They are busy and might put your tasks on the back burner.
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OTHER TIPS: 

• Don’t wait till last minute (Yea, right!). Allow MINIMUM 
of 2 work weeks. 

• Don’t send incomplete applications. If you need to omit something, phone ahead, and in a 
cover letter, explain situation and when you’ll send items under separate cover.  Still no 
guarantee funder will accept excuse. 

• Don’t leave blanks or unanswered question.  Type N/A if not applicable, explain why. 
Blanks are fine on budget forms, for line items not used. 

• Don’t pester program officer because you didn’t read application carefully, or waste panel’s time 
because you didn’t research current guidelines and funding interests. 

• Don’t assume panelists’ share your philosophies, opinion, tastes, and knowledge base.  

• Don’t use jargon, buzz words, and if you use technical terms - define them. 

• Don’t use rhetoric or write in generalities.  QUANTIFY and show you’ve  
researched what is going on in the field.



Even More TIPS:

• Don’t be apologetic, negative, passive or vague. 
• Don’t be sarcastic, cynical, defensive or arrogant. 
• Don’t make grandiose claims without a logical, practical methodology for accomplishing objectives. 
• Don’t leave out plans for culminating, disseminating and evaluating finished project. 
• Don’t rely on Spell-Check when proofing (easily overlooked typos:  

for, not fro; under served, not undeserved; public, not pubic; program, not pogrom. 
• Don’t spill coffee or ketchup on your only application. 
• Don’t send your only master copy of support materials. 
• Don’t lie or B.S. 
• Don’t let your ego be your incentive.  How will your project benefit others? 
• Don’t resort to bribery, blackmail or extortion, even though more effective fundraising tools. 
• Don’t worry, be happy.  Each grant submission gives your work exposure.   

We’re all treading in same competitive waters.



OK!

Now you can start writing.



Part 3


SECTIONS OF A 
TYPICAL PROPOSAL



PROPOSAL SECTIONS

•Application Form: The fill-in-the-blanks section. 

•Narrative: The “essay” parts of a proposal, written in paragraph form with bullets. 

•Budget: Can range from just major line item totals to a Detailed Budget:  Breaks 
down very projected line item and income source. 

•Attachments and Supplementary Materials: Could include videos, staff lists, 
bios and/or resumes, board of directors, nonprofit determination letter, letters of 
support, letters of commitment, reviews, financial statements, list of past grants, 
list of past programs, et al.
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PROJECT SUMMARY or  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


• This usually appears on application cover page.  

• This is Grant Panel’s first Impression of your project — so make it captivate  
bored, sleepy panelists! Draft Summary first, but fine-tune it after you’ve  
finished the evolving grant sections. 

• Summary should succinctly answer WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHY, WHEN, HOW, 
and HOW MUCH IT WILL COST. Instructions vary from 500 characters, to one 
paragraph, or one page. Preparing a compelling 1-2 sentence “Elevator Speech”  
will help.
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NARRATIVE SECTIONS: 

Mission Statement or Statement of Purpose (WHO & WHY): 
1-2 sentence description of overall Purpose and Goals. (Usually for 
organizations, but could be Artist’s Statement.) 

History or Background:  
Why applicant is qualified to carry out project demonstrated by  
past accomplishments and current expertise. 



Problem Statement or Needs 
Assessment (prerequisite of WHY): 


• The closer you work WITH your community, the better you’ll know its 
needs, the more effectively you can respond and adapt to changing 
needs, and the more your constituency will rally behind you with 
testimonies, participation and financial and voluntary support.  

• Keep in mind that fulfilling an individual artist or organization’s needs 
can better enable them to serve the community.  

NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued



QUANTIFY WHY PUBLIC NEEDS YOUR PROJECT 

• Know your audience or community’s needs, not what you want them to need. 

  
• When you apply to a government agency, you are saying, “TRUST US" to spend 

taxpayer dollars effectively because we’re closer to our constituency.  

• Prove this — not with promises, opinions or hopes — with documented thorough 
research, planning, expertise, commitment, and constituent backing. 

• Keep good documentation, statistical info, financial records throughout the  
project year so you’ll be ready to answer application or funder’s questions. 

• Show how you will MEASURE SUCCESS.  



Goals (WHY): 

Description of UNDERLYING reasons for project, which should relate to applicant’s 
overall mission, project goals, or one’s artistic or professional goals. Different from 
OUTCOMES, METHODS and OBJECTIVES— usually 

Keep in mind the funder’s priorities and mission.  STUDY REVIEW CRITERIA to 
see how panelists will judge a great project. Remember, City agencies are 
concerned with accessibility, safety, family friendliness, quality of life improvements, 
equality, permits, reaching as many tax payers, residents and visitors as possible. 

Objectives and/or Outcomes: (WHAT you will accomplish): 

Quantifiable, MEASURABLE aims of what you plan to do to accomplish your  
Goals. Sentences usually start with To increase, To Decrease, To reduce, etc.

NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued
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Methodology (HOW - ACTIONS):  
Description of activities, methods or strategies you’ll use to accomplish your Objectives 
Sentences usually start with To create, To establish, To produce, To present; To provide... 

Timeline (WHEN):  
Step by step schedule of actions you’ll take to execute your Methodology to reach your 
Objectives that will accomplish your Goals (that lived in the house that Jack built).

NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued



NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued


Budget Pages (How Much)


Organization Budget (for nonprofits only): By showing how much your organization 
spends and earns each year, the panel can see what portion will go toward your project. 
If your annual budget is only $20,000, the funder will doubt you can complete a $100,000 
project. You’ll need to convince the panel in your narrative that you’ve got a plan to 
secure the extra funding. 

Project Budget Summary: Totals of what you spend in each broad expense category, 
such as personnel, artist honoraria, facilities, marketing, and supplies. 
Detailed Project Budget:  Detailed break-down of expense within broad categories, 
items you are asking funder to finance, and other sources of money needed to make up 
the difference.
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Evaluation: MEASURABLE ways to prove your project was successful:


How well you used your Methodology to accomplish your Objectives and reach your Goals. Your 
EVALUATION INSTRUMENT (format) should be appropriate. The panel’s REVIEW CRITERIA shows  
what panelists will be looking for. Examples of ways to measure your success: 

• Tally increases in audience size, diversity, new faces, repeat visitors, mailing list signers, donors. 
• Number of new and constructive Media reviews. 
• Count ticket sales and reservations to determine if project reached or exceed expectations. 
• Printed or online Survey results. 
• Feedback from applause/ovations, Q&As, and discussions among attendees lingering afterward. 
• Visual observations. 
• Logging long term effects, future invitations, followups, offspring projects. 
• Amount of success using new processes, equipment, technologies, collaborations, art forms.  
• Tracking changes project made in people’s lives, government policies, art trends.

NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued
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Future Funding Needs and Plans: 

• If project is ongoing, what are your plans to raise future money to maintain or 

expand project?  

• What if the funder only awards a portion of your request?  
How will you raise the rest of the money? 
If that is impossible, can you adapt the project on a smaller scale, or different 
format to ensure success?

NARRATIVE SECTIONS Continued
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SELECT VITAL SUPPLEMENTS

Include strong portfolios, resumes, bios, documentation, testimonial 
letters, clippings, reviews, promotional samples, etc. (if guidelines allow 
those items). 

Your videos, CDs, portfolios speak louder than a million words. If you 
don’t have needed technical skills or equipment, get convenient access 
to them, or pay someone who does!
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PROOF READING YOUR PROPOSAL


• Have someone who doesn’t know or like your work review it. They are more objective and critical. 

• If they understand and find your project interesting, chances are the panelists will too.  
  

• If they raise questions, are confused or think project is doomed, find out why. 

• This gives you a chance to rethink the project, revise the wording, and correct the typos. 

• Spell Check isn't enough!   
It won’t catch such typos as: 

• Undeserved instead of Under-served 
• Pogrom instead of Program 
• Pubic instead of Public



Common Grammar 

and Punctuation

Mistakes to Avoid.



ASSEMBLING YOUR FINISHED  
APPLICATION/PROPOSAL


• Label all pages and attachments as directed. 

• If you have many attachments, a Table of Contents or  
List of Attachments might help. 

• If you have many footnotes, a Bibliography might help. 

• Keep at least one photocopy of proposal for your files, in  
case grants officer has questions, or just to have as a record. 

• Enclose a SASE (Self Addressed Stamped Envelope, if allowed) for return 
of video tapes, slides or other supplemental materials you want returned.  

• When you submit your application (online, trackable mail, of hand-delivery) 
make sure you get a receipt or confirmation to prove it arrived on time.
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IF YOU GET THE GRANT

• Acknowledge Donor on all publicity materials, send 

thank you letters, thank them at live events, etc.  

• Complete required Progress and/or Final Reports, or for your own records. Your EVALUATION 
results (from your proposed criteria) will inform your reports.  Approach past project problems 
as LEARNING EXPERIENCES, especially experimental or pilot projects. Learning should be 
an objective. Trial, error, development and evolution lead to stronger work and programs. Show 
your objectivity, critical thinking and problem solving skills. Share new insights.   

• Stay in touch with donor’s to update them of your progress, new projects, news, etc. 
This will keep you on their radar for future support.



Part 4


Why wasn’t  
our grant

Funded?
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So many great proposals!  
So little money to go around! 


Even excellent proposals and project are rejected due 
to stiff competition or not enough money to go around.  

Funders usually send sensitive rejection letters.  

Request constructive feedback, and advice whether to 
reapply next term.

Try Try Again!



Weak Proposed Project or Program 


• Project fills applicant’s needs, but not the funder’s priorities. 
• Project is boring, irrelevant or ineffective. 
• Duplicates other services or programs in the field. 
• Project will lack impact because audience will be too small or exclusive. 
• Poor audience outreach. 
• Methods will not accomplish the goals. 
• No concrete, measurable objectives for success; and weak evaluation methods. 
• Too few staff, volunteers, and contractors to successfully implement project. 
• Budget is too high, too low, or does not balance. 
• Has not consulted or gained commitment from partners or teammates. 
• Artists will not be adequately paid.
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Weaknesses in Writing:

• Narratives are redundant or too long. 

• Answers are vague, unclear or confusing.  
Assumes panelists already familiar with applicant. 

• Descriptions of Audience Need, Goals or Activities lack substance. 

• Too many undefined buzzwords, jargon or technical terms.  

• Weak support materials and/or artistic work sample. 

• Typos, inaccuracies, incomplete answers indicate applicant is sloppy,  
unqualified, inexperienced, or disrespectful of panelists’ time.
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Part 5


FUNDING 

OPPORTUNITIES
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RESEARCHING FUNDING SOURCES:

Foundations, Government Agencies, Corporations, Local Businesses, Private Donors 

WHERE TO LOOK: Website searches, printed or online directories, grant libraries, public libraries, 
other organizations’ grant acknowledgements in programs and marketing materials. 

• Online Search Keywords: Grants for Southern California artists and arts organizations    
• California Arts Council website https://arts.ca.gov has interactive links to numerous opportunities. 
• https:/artdeadlineslist.com for spring 2021 juried exhibitions, public art commissions, art competitions, art jobs 

and internships, art scholarships and grants and fellowships, residencies, art festivals, call for entries/
proposals/projects         

SEEK FUNDERS THAT:  
• Share your interests, priorities or goals.   
• Serve your geographical location.   
• Fund your type of project or program.    
• Accept unsolicited applications (not just by invitation only). 
• Give large enough grants.      
• Their IRS 990 returns show they “put their money where their mouths are.” 
• Don’t have a controversial agenda that will hurt your image. 
• Will review your application and send the money when you need it. Some send  

the funds AFTER the project is finished, so save seed money for those projects.



For Individuals: 
• Design competitions  
• Prizes   
• Fellowships   
• Residencies (in schools & communities  

or at international artist retreats) 
• Study or research grants  
• Travel grants  
• Sabbatical grants  
• Fiscal receiverships via nonprofits 
•  Project grants   
• Consortium grants   

For Organizations:  
• Seed money  
• Challenge grants     
• Matching grants   
• Corporate matching grants 
• Operating grants 
• Project grants 
• Block grants for sub- or re-granting 

  
• Stabilization grants  
• Corporate underwriting 
• Endowments  
• Technical assistance  
• Staffing grants   
• Emergency/debt reduction 
• Capital campaigns (bricks and 

mortar, large equipment, etc.)

B.  TYPES of GRANTS and INCOME SOURCES



Diversified Income Sources for Nonprofits:


• Crowd Sourcing   
• Membership Campaigns  
• Direct mail to public   
• Fundraising events  
• Bazaars  
• Corporate Underwriting 
• Corporate Employee Matches  
• Ticket sales    
• Sideline Businesses (gift shops, merchandise, online stores).  
• Private Donors    
• Planned Giving    
• In-kind Donations (good, services, facilities, etc.)   
• Volunteer Services



For detailed tips on writing a  
Pasadena Arts & Cultural Affairs Grant,  
click on my category-specific handouts  
on the PCAD’s website:


• Braig_PCAD_IndividualArtists_WritingTips_2020.pdf 

• Braig_PCAD_CulturalGrants_FestivalParades_WritingTips_2020.pdf 

• Braig_PCAD_ArtsEducation_WritingTips_pdf



I hope this presentation  
was helpful.



You got this!


Now, take a shower 
and get some sleep!

Copyright  ©  2020 by Susan S. Braig



Susan S. Braig, Artist/Consultant 
ssbraig@earthlink.net 
626/398-9276 

Susan Braig has looked at grants from all sides now—as a trainee and trainer, a proposal writer and 
applicant, and a grant peer panelist.  A visual and multimedia artist herself, she has been a grant writer 
and development consultant for artists and arts organizations since 1992.  She completed the intensive 
Program Planning and Proposal Writing training at The Los Angeles Grantsmanship Center.  Believing 
that humor can be an effective educational, communications and therapeutic tool, her grant writing 
workshop The Agony and the Ecstasy gives individual artists and arts organizations a comprehensive 
introduction to the ongoing challenge of supporting one’s art habit. 

Clients: Susan was the primary grant writer for the City of L.A. Department of Cultural Affairs from 
1994-2000.  Other clients have included the City of Pasadena Cultural Affairs Division, About Productions 
theater company, LA Freewaves media festival, Sundays Live concert/radio series, Planned Parenthood 
Pasadena/SG Valley, and CCAP theater education program.   

Susan received her BFA and an MA in Art Education from the University of Cincinnati, as well as an MA in 
Drawing and Painting from CSU, Fullerton. Her satirical installations, videos and assemblages comment 
on art and commerce issues.  As part of her Health Care Reform activism, Susan has created a line of 
Designer Drug prescription jewelry made out medical supplies to symbolize healthcare as a luxury item.  

Susan was formerly the Treasurer and an active programming board member of NewTown Arts, a 
dedicated consortium of artists who produce unique event formats in private and public spaces, featuring 
inventive artists of all disciplines. She is also on the Secretary/Treasurer of Health Care for All - San 
Gabriel Valley, and an advisor to CCAP (Classic and Contemporary American Plays).

Yep, that’s me.


